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Dear Colleagues and Parties to the Docket: 

Attached you will find a Revised Draft ACC Policy Statement regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy 
Efficiency and Decoupled Rate Structures. Revisions to the Draft Policy Statement have been made in 
response to Commissioner and stakeholder comments. 

The revisions to the Draft Policy Statement are principally to the numbered policy statements with limited 
changes to the body of the document. For convenience I have highlighted the areas of change below: 

1. Body of the Document: Corrected typos throughout the document and revisions on pages 
13 and 26. 

2. Numbered Policy Statements: Revisions on Statements, 3,4, 5,6 ,  10, 14 and the 
Ordering Paragraph. 

I would like the Participants in this Docket, as well as any of the interested Parties, to be prepared to 
address this Revised Draft Policy Statement at the Commission's scheduled Open Meeting on December 
6, 2010. 
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Kris Mayes 
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ACC Policy Statement Regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy Efficiency and 
Decoupled Rate Structures 

Introduction 

Several factors underscore the need for increased energy efficiency in Arizona. 

Historically, Arizona has experienced high population growth and corresponding 

transmission and generation facilities and led to increased 

operational expenses. 

y bills. Expansion of 

demand side management programs is 

exposure to volatile fuel 

limits unnecessary 

nities for customers and 

neric docket (08-03 14) and 

en investigating utility financial 

on Electric Energy Efficiency, which adopted an energy efficiency requirement for 

Arizona’s electric utilities. The proposed rules require cumulative annual energy savings 

of 22% by December 3 1,2020 for Arizona’s largest electric utilities. The proposed 

energy efficiency rules recognize potential utility disincentives to achieving the Energy 

Efficiency Standard (“EES”) and include provisions providing for Commission review of 



measures designed to address these disincentives in future rate cases. Similar energy 

efficiency rules are currently being developed for Arizona’s gas utilities. On August 25, 

2010, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Gas Energy 

Efficiency, which adopted an energy efficiency requirement for Arizona’s gas utilities to 

achieve cumulative annual energy savings of 6% by December 3 1,2020. 

Properly addressing disincentives to energy effi 

Commission, the companies involved, and Arizon 

sales offer the opportunity to recover fix 

impact recovery of fi 

fixed costs are rec et lost revenue and profit erosion 

utilities robustly seeking to implement 

disincentive to reduce sales discourages demand- 

meeting resource needs in Arizona, the Commission has been considering alternate 

approaches it could adopt to spur the use of demand side programs. On February 23, 

20 10 the Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry to solicit input on utility disincentives 

and decoupling frameworks. The responses to the Notice of Inquiry led to Commission 
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Workshops on decoupling and a study by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

("LBNL,") examining the potential impacts of energy efficiency savings goals and 

decoupling through 2030. The Regulatory Assistance Project also participated in and 

provided technical assistance during the Commission Workshops. 

Description 

A revenue decoupling mechanism is a ratemaking desi 

efforts and the American Recovery a 

participating states to consider general 

(ARRA) has asked 

tly. Arizona, in accepting 

ARRA funding, ag 

pares actual versus authorized revenues or 

ith implementation of demand side programs. 

within the decoupling design. Among the design and implementation issues are the 

application of the mechanism to all or only some customer classes; whether to include or 

exclude weather related sales fluctuations; and the frequency, nature, and allowed amount 

of true-ups or decoupling adjustments. 
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Revenue decoupling achieves the primary purpose of reducing utility 

disincentives to implementing demand side programs and reducing energy consumption. 

While decoupling alone does not directly lead to increases in utility promotion of energy 

efficiency, decoupling paired with energy efficiency requirements creates an effective 

environment for the implementation and promotion of demand side programs. 

The Commission recognizes that alternative mechanis 

disincentives may exist, such as implementation of fully rates, development of 

to significant bill impacts or prove complex and a 

implement. 

The Commission believes that, p pling offers significant 

advantages over alte 

the utilization of d 

LING WORKSHOPS 

address issues rai Notice of Inquiry, stakeholder concerns and an analysis of 

April 15-16,2010 Workshop 

The April 15- 16,20 10 workshops principally provided background information 

on decoupling and addressed stakeholder responses to the Notice of Inquiry, highlighting 

areas of agreement and issues which required further consideration. 
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Participants noted that the Commission’s EES “. . .changes the landscape for 

energy efficiency in the state”’ and that significant growth in energy programs results in 

‘ L . .  .growth in the impacts.. ..”2 Modest s-ales reductions, such as those likely to result 

from utility energy programs, were alleged to have significant impacts on utility earnings. 

Decoupling was identified as a means of holding revenues constant by fluctuating prices 

up and down in the opposite direction of sales  change^.^ 

Among the issues identified regarding decouplin 

true-ups, the benefits of full versus limited decou 

The Commission 

or limited term may was cautioned that adoption of decoupli 

Explicit adoption o iew was identified as an alternative 

”), Southwest Gas (“SWG”), and the Grand 

TR Vol I, Pg 15,24-25. 
* TR Vol I, Pg 30, 18-19. 

TR Vol I, Pg 68,4-5. 
TR Vol I, Pgs 79-90. 
TR Vol 11, Pg 164, 12-18; TR Vol 11, Pg 170, 9-14. 
‘ TR Vol 11, Pg 187,6- 16. 
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Commission's energy efficiency requirements7 and largely advocated a revenue per 

customer form of full decoupling.' 

In supporting decoupling, utility representatives identified the need to align utility 

and customer interests: the generation infrastructure that could be deferred as a result of 

10 decoupling, 

generation, a heightened focus on operational expenses l 2  an 

and less expensive resource portfolios for custom 

full decoupling to limited decoupling, for its adm 

environmental benefits which would result from deferral of future 

kelihood of better 11 

would result in cost minimization and lessen 

In response to questions as to whethe e in a broad approval 

of decoupling, utilities responded tha 

parameters but the expectation was that 

rate case proceeding. l5 

revenues - annual 

a framework and 

address issues within a 

sed to reconcile 

es supported at least annual 

ore frequent adjustments allowing 

t of extreme weather events.16 

TR Vol 11, Pg 198,3-12; TR Vol 11, Pgs 203, 18 through 204, 15; TR Vol 11, Pg 213, 14-21; TR Vol 11, 

TR Vol 11, Pg 198, 14. 
TR Vol 11, Pg 200, 17-18; Pg 205, 1-6. 

lo  TR Vol 11, Pg 201, 6-10. 
' I  TR Vol 11, Pg 201, 10-13. 

TR Vol 11, Pg 223, 10-18. 
l3 TR Vol 11, Pg 207, 8-10. 
l4 TR Vol 11, Pgs 300, 10 through 303, 19. 
l 5  TR Vol 11, Pgs 304, 13 through 305, 19. 
I 6  TR Vol 11, Pgs 305,20 through 31 1, 15. 

Pgs 222,25 through Pg 225, 13. 
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supported a 

percent. 17 

The 

dead-band in concept and favored annual caps or a collar of at least three 

Residential Utility Consumer Office (“RUCO”) indicated it is not opposed 

necessarily to decoupling, however it believed “. . .any recovery mechanism must, one, be 

cost effective; two, contain a detailed commitment to energy efficiency;. . .three, have a 

on the amount that 

 concern^.'^ 

efficiency2’ and indicated a need to b 

more and policies asking customers to 

utilities wanting to sell 

d it believed it would 

ind of cost recovery, whether 

hat any discussion would best be had in a general rate case24 

”TR Vol 11, Pgs 312, 10 through 315, 3. 
TR Vol 11, Pgs 232,22 through 233,4. 

l9  TR Vol 11, Pgs 233, 12 through 234,3; Pgs 234, 15 through 235, 11; Pg 236,3-19; Pg 237,2-13. 
2o TR Vol 11, Pgs 254 line 25 through 255, line 3. 
” TR Vol 11, Pg 256,20-23. 
’’ TR Vol 11, Pgs 259, 16 through 260,3. 
23 TR Vol 11, Pg 265,3-15. 
24 TR Vol 11, Pg 284, 5. 
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d e c o ~ p l i n g . ~ ~  While AECC indicated its opposition to revenue decoupling, it further 

stated that if decoupling was adopted AECC would want to see clear and careful review 

on return on equity. 26 

Representatives for the Arizona Investment Council (“AIC”) spoke in favor of 

decoupling, arguing that there are benefits that accrue to consumers from such a 

mechanism.27 AIC further stated that the Commission must 

efficiency programs to be able to reach out and get as m 

engaged in conservation.28 

Marshall Magruder noted that avoide 

consumers, from aggressive adoption of energy e 

demands ease maintenance requirem 

In concluding the meeting, spec 

regarding appropriate 

should engage in a 

parameters but the expectation was that 

doption of decoupling within a rate case 

rly, utilities supported at least annual reconciliation with 

offsets in the event of extreme weather events.31 

” TR Vol IT, Pg 284, 14-18. 
26 TR Vol 11, Pg 286, 1-8. ’’ TR Vol 11, Pg 294, 13-22. ’* TR Vol 11, Pg 296, 7-1 1. 
29 TR Vol 11, Pgs 297, 13 through 298,7. 
30 TR Vol 11, Pgs 304, 13 through 305, 19. 
3’ TR Vol 11, Pgs 305,20 through 311, 15. 
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In response to questions about how to control for excessive rate impacts 

associated with decoupling and whether a “dead-band” or collar would be appropriate, 

utilities supported a dead-band in concept.and favored annual caps of at least three 

percent.32 When asked whether changes to capital structure to reflect reduced risk were 

in order, utilities encouraged caution and a fuller record to develop the issue.33 In 

fficiency rules was 

focus on customer service and the en 

of enhanced customer relationships and 

quire the development 

decoupling, electri 

pling mechanism would address 

ith ratings agencies indicated a positive reception 

32 TR Vol 11, Pgs 312, 10 through 315,3. 
33 TR Vol IS, Pgs 322,2 through 329, 12. 
34 TR Vol 11, Pgs 330, 14 through 336,7. 
35 TR Vol 11, Pgs 336, 11  through 344,9. 
36 TR Vol IS, Pg 344, 16-23; Pgs 345,22 through 346,4. 
37 TR Vol 11, Pg 349, 19-25. 
38 TR Vol 11, Pg 351,6-12. 
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TEP expressed a preference for a by class mechani~rn,~’ and SWG expressed a preference 

for application to all classes.40 

May 3,2010 Workshop 

The May 3,20 10 workshop principally addressed rate design issues associated 

with decoupling, common concerns raised regarding decoupling, impacts on participating 

It was argued that decoupling is a means of purs gns better structured 

Commission to.. . set rates that are based on lo 

new revenue volatility for the ~tilities.”~’ Energy 

where rates were based on long-run 

designed rates have resulted in dramati 

reinforcing the other and moving utilities 

ing,45 it could serve as a disincentive for a utility’s 

~~ ~~~ 

39 TRVol 11, Pg 351, 16 through 352, 1. 
40 TR Vol 11, Pg 352, 8-1 1. 
41 TR Vol 111, Pg 369,2 1-24. 
42 TR Vol 111, Pgs 373, 25 through 374,4. 
43 TR Vol 111, Pg 407, 3-4. 

4s TR Vol 111, Pg 41 1, 5-13. 
46 TR Vol 111, Pgs 41 1,25 through 412, 13. 
47 TR Vol 111, Pgs 4 12, 14 through 4 13,2. 

TR VOI 111, Pg 376, 10-1 6. 44 
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require a demonstrated commitment to energy 

support for economic de~elopment,~' and that energy efficiency savings are not 

necessarily being caused by ~tilities.~' 

that it could diminish utility 

Other concerns raised with respect to decoupling included the differences between 

new and existing customers in a decoupling design. With straight revenue per customer 

drive upward rate pressure as rates for existing custome 

difference between revenues received at current ra 

allowed revenue per cu~tomer.~'  In response 

decoupling models could adjust revenues per custo nward year by year to reflect 

proach could be used 

for existing and new customers.52 

energy efficiency p 

eroded some of the savings they 

ling contributed to slight increases in rates.54 

us on low income customers who could be most at risk.55 

48 TRVol 111, Pg 413, 3-13. 
49 TR Vol 111, Pgs 413, 14 through 414, 14. 

TR Vol 111, Pg 424,4- 13. 
51 TR Vol 111, Pg 417, 2-1. 
52 TR Vol 111, Pgs 418, 12 through 419,2. 
53 TR Vol 111, Pgs 426, 14 through 429,4. 
54 TR Vol 111, Pgs 426, 14 through 429, 4. 
5 5  TR Vol 111, Pgs 429,21 through 430,13. 
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communities as possible and touching all customers with energy efficiency programs, so 

that the number of nonparticipants would be m i n i r n i ~ e d . ~ ~  

In response to questions regarding maintenance of service quality standards,57 the 

utilities responded that service quality was being addressed in existing operations, but 

that the key consideration with respect to decoupling was establishing the appropriate 

In response to questions regarding opposition to 

advocates and the National Association of State 

A ~ V O C ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ( " N A S U C A " ) ,  parties recognize 

develop plans for communicating de 

parties noted that the 

easurement, evaluation and research.63 

tility administration of energy efficiency programs 

ssion better opportunities to steer regulated utilities than 

~~~~ ~ 

56 TR Vol 111, Pgs 435, 15 through 436,20. 
57 TR Vol 111, Pg 438,4-23. 
58 TR Vol 111, Pgs 437, 24 through 442, 13. 
59 TR Vol 111, Pg 454, 10-22. 
6o TR Vol 111, Pg 457, 20-25. 
61 TR Vol 111, Pg 461, 13-25. 
62 TR Vol 111, Pgs 466,22 through 467, 18. 
63 TR Vol 111, Pg 469, 18-21; Pg 472, 11-19. 
64 TR Vol 111, Pg 47 1,2-20. 
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In technical discussions, parties outlined decoupling models which could be 

appropriate for Arizona. Assuming revenue per customer decoupling, which was 

supported by many workshop participants: principal concerns revolved around the 

customer classes that would be affected, distribution of adjustments, rate design, accrual 

methodology, weather risk, caps on decoupling adjustments and whether new customers 

merited different treatment than existing customers.65 

In response to the issue of treating new customer 

customers, parties noted that one approach by a W 

existing customers between rate cases.66 Electric u 

new and existing customers67 and re 

pronounced for gas utilities. Parties sug 

d customers and whether 

he application of decoupling adjustments to 

pect to industrial customers, arguing that some 

as they make not co te significantly to fixed re~overy.~' Some parties argued that 

application of decoupling adjustments may be inappropriate for small customer classes 

65 TR Vol 111, Pgs 482,2 through 483, 23. 
66 TR Vol 111, Pgs 486, 3 through 488, 2. 
67 TR Vol 111, Pgs 488, 17 through 490, 8. 

69 TR Vol I11 Pgs 494,14 through 496, 15. 
70 TR Vol I11 Pg 499 19 through 21. 

TR Vol 111, Pg 493, 11-24. 
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with fewer than one hundred  customer^.^' Others asserted that decoupling should lean 

towards broad inclusion with participation from all customers through a certain demand 

Recognizing the unique issues faced by individual utilities, some argued that 

these issues would best be dealt with on a utility-by-utility basis.73 

Related to the customer class issue was the question of whether shortfalls or over 

unit adjustments, while across-class adjustm 

nt collars could 

minimize fluctuations and could be seas re current adjustments 

er examination of the utilities’ billing 

ry to determine whether a utility’s existing 

71 TR Vol 111 Pg 497, 11-22. 
72 TR Vol 111, Pg 499, 3-18; Pg 502, 5-9. 
73 TR Vol 111, Pgs 502, 22 through 503,25; Pg 508 4-12. 
74 TR Vol 111, Pg 513, 6-13. 
75 TR Vol 111, Pgs 515,22 through 516, 11. 
76TRVolIII,Pgs516, 19through518, 18. 
77 TR VOI 111, Pg 521, 6-14.; 522, 4-16. 
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would likely require less work than fuel cost adjustments, as the data for the former 

would come directly from the billing systems.78 

Parties addressed the ability of decoupling to facilitate improved rate designs that 

could encourage conservation and other goals.79 Rate designs which solely utilized 

volumetric rates with no customer charges and use of inverted block rates were identified 

as concepts worthy of discussion.80 While decoupling was reco for facilitating rate 

designs, caution was urged, particularly if decoupling w 

permanent mechanism.81 Cooperativ 

expressed reluctance toward any eli 

were adopted in lieu of dec fixedhariable cost rates 

alone would range from 

Costs.83 

t program or implementation 

with review, RUC pling, nor was RUCO opposed.84 

adjustments were driven by 

of decoupling on customers 

appropriate for 

icity, given the 

~~ 

78 TR Vol 111, Pg 523, 15-21. 
79 TR Vol 111, Pg 525, 15-25. 

TR Vol 111, Pg 526,2-19. 
" TR Vol 111, Pg 526,20-24; Pg 532, 1-9; Pg 533, 11-18. 
82 TR Vol 111, Pg 529,4-19. 
83 TR Vol 111, Pgs 537,23 through 538, 13. 
84 TR Vol 111, Pg 545, 3-6. 
85 TR Vol 111, Pgs 545, 7 through 546, 7. 
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cooperatives' more limited resources.86 Parties remarked on the unique characteristics of 

rural cooperatives and noted that the cooperatives were beginning to implement programs 

and would need to be very aggressive in the future in order to comply with the EES.87 

Echoing the cooperatives comments regarding administrative simplicity, parties 

reiterated that full decoupling offered more straightforward calculations than if weather 

and other non-efficiency related effects were removed." 

decoupling had existed between 2000 and 20 

impact of the electric Energy Efficiency Standard a 

customers, and follow-up on recom 

APS presented a ten-year look b 

Commissioners and n 

xamination was based on an actual sales 

, though the weather normalized approach 

the fixed cost by class, excluding fuel costs, transmission 

Parties noted that APS' findings underscored other research which contends that, 

86 TR Vol 111, Pg 556, 7- 18. 
87 TR Vol 111, Pgs 558, 17 through 559, 8. 
88 TR Vol 111, Pgs 560, 11 through 562, 13. 
89 TR Vol IV, Pgs 586,21 through 587, 12. 
90 TR Vol IV, Pgs 587,19 through 588,2. 
91 TR Vol IV, Pg 589, 12-22. 
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nationally, decoupling mechanisms tend to result in adjustments that are less than three 

percent. 92 

TEP’s decoupling calculations resulted in similar findings to APS, largely falling 

below three percent.93 Similar results were identified for both UNS Electric and UNS 

Gas, as they stayed within a three percent cap; however, greater volatility was identified 

d that a larger collar 

or cap be utilized and that balances be allowed to carry 

e~ceeded.’~ 

company noted that the decoupling i 

relation to the total customer bill.97 Whi 

as relatively small in 

that consideration could be given to a 

ith the implementation of the electric EES, with and 

plans and adopted policies of the Commission and strategies for dealing with energy 

92 TR Vol IV, Pg 595, 1-1 1. 
93 See June 9,20 10, TEP Decoupling Calculation Chart. 
94 TR Vol IV, Pg 605,8-13; Pg 607,21-24; Pg 609,7-22. 
95 TR Vol IV, Pgs 609,23 through 610,9. 
96 TR Vol IV, Pg 613, 6-14. 
97 TR Vol IV, Pg 615, 8-11. 
’* TR Vol IV, Pg 621, 1-11. 
99 TR Vol IV, Pgs 622,22 through 623, 14. 



efficiency, utilities and their customers.”’00 The LBNL analysis documented the benefits, 

costs and financial impacts on ratepayers and shareholders of achieving energy efficiency 

savings goals consistent with the Commission’s EES, and the potential impact of a 

decoupling mechanism. lo’ 

The LBNL analysis began with establishing a business as usual case, based on 

publicly available information, where APS offers efficiency s as if the EES was 

in the APS rate case settlement.lo2 Fuel and purcha 

through to customers and nonfuel ex 

and O&M expenses for new generation 

expected to grow in e 

n capital expenditures 

budgets exceeded a billion dollars, 

m the time of filing, and compliance with 

”) was presumed.lo4 In order to capture the full 

ng horizon was utilized. lo5 

megawatts of peak demand, and more than 43,000 gigawatt hours of energy savings over 

loo TR Vol IV, Pg 627, 15-1 8. 
lo’ TR Vol IV, Pg 631,9-22. 
I”’ TR Vol IV, Pg 635,2-17. 
IO3 Id. 
IO4 TR Vol IV, Pg 640, 11-23. 
lo5 TR Vol IV, Pg 642,4-16. 
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the measure lifetimes, with net benefits of $943 million (present value at 4.0%).'06 

Roughly a third of the projected energy savings and half the peak demand savings came 

from residential portfolio programs. IO7  Among its assumptions, the business as usual case 

assumed growth in nominal operation and maintenance costs of 3.5 percent per year, fuel 

and purchased power budget growth of 6.8 percent per year, rate-base related cost (e.g., 

return on rate base, interest on debt, and depreciation) growth 

retail sales growth of 2.2 percent a year."' Under the bu 

showed that APS is expected to under-earn 

year during the 20-year time hori~on."~ 

percent per year and 

a1 case, the analysis 

Under the high energy efficiency scenario (i.e et the EES), APS was 

assumed to offer energy efficiency and de 

Commission's EES, with estimated progr 

ams to comply with the 

a1 case to the high efficiency scenario 

Following the ten-year EES, the 2021-2030 period was 

IO6 TR Vol IV, Pgs 647,25 through 648, 15. 
lo' TR Vol IV, Pg 65 1, 1-4. 
lo* TR Vol IV, Pg 652,4-21. 

TR Vol IV, Pg 656, 7-15. 
' l o  TR Vol IV, Pg 657, 9-24. 

TR Vol IV, Pgs 658,25 through 659,16. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 662, 10-15. 

l 3  TR Vol IV, Pg 662, 16-2 1. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 662,22 through 663,4. 
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assumed to resume normal underlying load growth of about 3 percent a year; this was 

done solely for modeling purposes.' l5  The cost to meet the EES in 2020, including 

program administration, measure incentives and customer measure cost contributions, 

were projected to be about $41 per lifetime megawatt hour for the whole portfolio, and 

$55 per lifetime megawatt hour for the residential portfolio."' Achievement of the EES 

more than doubles the lifetime energy savings compared to t 

scenario, from about 43,000 gigawatt hours to 95,000 gi s and increases peak 

increased to $1.4 billion from $943 million (pr 

conditions, such as increaseddecreased 

costs. 

mpared to the business as usual case.lZo 

utility plant deferrals and by reductions in utility 

'" TR Vol IV, Pg 664, 16-21. 
' I 6  TR Vol IV, Pg 665,23 through 666,4. 
' I 7  TR Vol IV, Pg 667,4-11. 
' I B  TR Vol IV, Pg 667, 7-1 1. 
' I 9  TR Vol IV, Pg 669, 13-23. 
''O TR Vol IV, Pg 676,223. 
''I TR Vol IV, Pg, 676,24 through 678,22. 
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for identifying those benefits; lZ2 however, LBNL re-emphasized that the identified 

benefits were conservative numbers. 123 

Following LBNL’s presentation, the Commission continued discussion of 

recommended decoupling designs and rate related issues. In prior discussions, the 

Commission had taken up issues concerning customer classes, collars, types of deferrals, 

recession-induced rate increases and urged caution. 

concept of “average customer7’ was best applicabl 

little sense for industrial customers.’26 Rather t 

for adoption of projected test years to address som 

AECC noted that other jurisdictions w 

all nonresidential customers.’28 AECC’ 

ling segregated some or 

Id be involved in a decoupling mechanism, as this 

With respect to the issue of weather risk, APS noted 

TR Vol IV, Pgs 717,21 through 718,2. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 720, 1-8. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 747,7-11. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 748, 18-25. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 752,5-16. ‘” TR Vol IV, Pgs 755,22 through 756,13. 
TR Vol IV, Pg 757, 1-5. 
TR Vol IV, Pgs 777, 18 through 778,20. 

I 3 O  TR Vol IV, Pg 781,5-17. 
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that the analysis demonstrated that APS would have been better off if weather effects 

were excluded, to the tune of $15 million. 13' 

Stakeholders further noted that large customers, like mines, were typically 

excluded from decoupling mechanisms, largely because their operations would not be 

contributing to fixed cost recovery through variable charges.'32 As a result, these 

customers would not be making material impacts on the unde 

addresses.'33 Others argued that there could be good rea 

roblem decoupling 

Stakeholders highlighted differe 

customers, which inc 

revenue adjustmen an revenue per customer.136 

incipally addressed LBNL's analysis of APS and 

13' TR Vol IV, Pg 783, 14-23. 
13' TR Vol IV, Pg 789,2-8 
133 TR Vol IV, Pg 789,9-13. 
134 TR Vol IV, Pg 790, 13 through 791,7. 
'35 TR Vol IV, Pg 791,9-15. 
13' TR Vol IV, Pg 793, 12 through 794,23. 
137 TR Vol V, Pg 812,3-10. 
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impacts to customer bills, rates, earnings and return on equity.138 LBNL's approach 

included a long-term 20-year analysis, allowing stakeholders to better understand impacts 

from utilization of efficiency as a resource over a long-term. 13' 

LBNL reiterated and finalized its preliminary findings for APS which LBNL had 

presented earlier at the May 24,2010 workshop. For the business as usual case (with 

in total energy savings and 600 megawatts of peak dem 

benefits of about $1.6 billion on a present value b 

roducing combined 

scenario, when compared to the business as usual 

because of the EES.142 When compa 

efficiency scenario produced more than 

ced sales growth in half 

a1 scenario, the energy 

6 million in the business as usual case.144 

customer bill savings in the high efficiency case 

LBNL conducted a separate but similar analysis for TEP, examining energy 

efficiency impacts on customer bills and rates, the Company's earnings and return on 

138 TR Vol V, Pg 812, 10-13. 
139 TR Vol V, Pgs 813,22 through 814,4. 
I4O TR Vol V, Pg 822, 7-1 7. 
14' TR Vol V, Pg 826,20-21. 

TR Vol V, Pg 832, 13-2 1. 
143 TR Vol V, Pg 833, 1-5. 
144 TR Vol V, Pg 833, 18;20. 
14' TR V d  V, Pgs 835,2 through 836,s. 

Y 
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equity. While the TEP analysis made similar assumptions to those in the APS analysis, 

key differences included substantially lower growth rates for nonfuel and two 

year intervals between rate case filings rather than three.'47 

For the TEP business as usual case, a one percent annual efficiency savings level 

was assumed, to be consistent with the APS business as usual case, though TEP's 

existing level of savings is at or about 0.4 percent per year.' 

case (which included the one percent annual efficiency s 

about 13,000 gigawatt hours of energy savings and 

the business as usual 

2,000 gigawatt hours in 2020.15' The 

demand growth to half a percentage poi 

more than doubles to 

one percent saving 

h and dropped peak 

ociated with the EES 

Wh), producing a 210 percent 

increase in net resource benefits.'53 The 

otaled $570 million over the 20 year period 

~ 

146 TR Vol V, Pg 846, 13-18. 
14' TR Vol V, Pg 846,20-22. 
14' TR Vol V, Pg 847,5-19. 
149 TR Vol V, Pg 848,5-13. 
I5O TR Vol V, Pg 849,2-10. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 30. 
l 5 I  TR Vol V, Pg 853,3-6. 

153 TR Vol V, Pgs 853, 21 through 854,2. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, 
Slide 35. 

TR Vol V, Pg 853, 16-20. 

LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 38. 
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the utility's average return on equity by 46 basis ~ 0 i n t s . l ~ ~  Incorporation of revenue per 

customer decoupling added $36 million (present value at 4.0%) to TEP earnings over the 

10-year period, or 59 basis points to return on equity.'56 Decoupling resulted in a 0.7 

percent increase to customer bills, or $70 million (present value at 4.0%) as compared to 

$570 million of projected ratepayer bill savings achieved under the EES.'57 

esource net benefits 

business as usual case.I5* Customer bill saving 

two utilities for the high efficiency scenario compa 

after accounting for the rate increase 1 and 1.8 cents higher 

usual case. 160 Withou 

decreased by about r period compared to the business as 

TEP; 163 TEP utilized lower DSM program nonfuel cost growth assumptions 

"' TR Vol V, Pg 857, 16-23. 
Is' TR Vol V, Pg 858,6-11. 

TR Vol V, Pg 859, 1-24. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 42. 
TR Vol V, Pg 861, 15-21. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 44 

157 

158 

159 TR Vol V, Pg 86 1, 2 1-24. 
I6O TR Vol V, Pg 862, 1-5. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 44. 
''I TR Vol V, Pg 862, 6-9. 

TR Vol V, Pg 862,9-12. 
163 TRVol V, Pg 863,4-12 
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were higher for APS;'65 and APS forecasted higher retail sales, customer, and peak 

demand growth rates.'66 TEP noted that differences in avoided cost estimates were 

largely the result of whether the utility was long or short on resource capacity.'67 Parties 

noted that assumptions could change some of the total resource benefits; however, 

concerns about these benefits were dwarfed by net incremental customer bill savings of 

$5.2 billion (combined APS and TEP) over the business as us 

over a case with no energy efficiency savings.16* 

e and $8.7 billion 

Parties clarified that the bill savings figures 

maintaining their rates of return.'69 

ratepayers and uti1 

TEP from achieving the EES, including 

tal $8.7 billion relative to a scenario in which no 

utility companies would be foregoing overearning opportunities as decoupling would 

164 TRVol V, Pg 863, 13-16. 
TR Vol V, Pg 863, 17- 18. 

166 TR Vol V, Pg 863,23-25. 
TR Vol V, Pg 872, 11-15. 

"* TR Vol V, Pgs 880 5 through 88 1, 15. 
169 TR Vol V, Pgs 883, 1 through 884, 17 
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provide customers credits in the event of excess earnings. The savings and benefits of 

decoupling encourages the Commission to move forward with steps that support the 

Standard, including eliminating disincentives to the pursuit of energy efficiency. 

Among the issues stakeholders raised in workshops were: the proper mechanism 

for aligning utility and customer incentives; whether differences between new and 

ents to cost of capital 

should be undertaken; whether the Commission should 

adjustments would be blended across customer cla 

whether collars or caps on adjustmen 

such collars or caps. 

opriate bandwidth for 

incentives to demand side 

ative to the business as usual case. Similar benefits are 

will unnecessarily pay between $5.2 billion and $8.7 billion in higher energy bills. 

The Commission’s workshops, while not limited to decoupling, demonstrated 

significant interest in decoupling as a means of addressing utility disincentives. Revenue 

per customer decoupling is uniquely suited for Arizona as it establishes a target revenue 
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per customer and responds to customer growth in between rate case cycles. While the 

target revenues per customer are established in traditional rate cases, revenues are 

allowed to increase with customer growth, better matching utility costs and revenues. As 

recognized in workshops, further analysis is necessary to determine whether new and 

existing customers should be expected to consume similar amounts, require similar 

infrastructure costs and generate similar revenues. If new cust 

customers, this dynamic must be considered. 

proposals may be appropriate for so 

limited application. Fixed costhariable 

which impact low-in 

rger customer charges, 

efficiency programs; however, this 

d litigation, and would not allow for other 

should occur in rate cases, with evaluation and review occurring after an initial three year 

period. This would demonstrate a stronger commitment to decoupling and better 

facilitates action on complimentary rate designs and on costs of capital. The Commission 

recognizes that Arizona’s largest utilities, while improving, are not well-rated by 
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financial ratings agencies. The Commission believes it is important to send long-term 

signals and demonstrate commitment to decoupling before taking action on costs of 

capital. Adoption of decoupling on a pilot basis would not send appropriate signals and 

would not demonstrate the requisite commitment to eliminating financial disincentives to 

the adoption of energy efficiency. 

Parties have argued that full decoupling may draw in from factors other 

er, full decoupling is than energy-efficiency, such as weather or economic e 

preferable as it enhances utility and customer b 

manageable and would allow for rate relief du 

analyses indicated ratepayer benefits even if weath had been considered. With 

decoupling in place, these ratepayer be irectly distributed to 

customers rather than benefitting the utility. With resp conomic effects, utilities 

se requests with or without 

n the size of decoupling 

ised by parties as it limits effects from 

nforeseen circumstances. 

me, whether annually, quarterly 

believes that more current adjustments respond better to 

propriate collars or caps on 

adjustments ensure that rates will not vacillate between periods. While annual 

adjustments may smooth and moderate changes, as a longer tine interval may dampen 

seasonal variations, they lack responsiveness to weather events. 
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ACC Policy Statement Regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy Efficiency 
and Decoupled Rate Structures 

POLICY STATEMENTS 

1. Diversity and utilization of both demand and supply side options for meeting Arizona’s 
energy resource needs is beneficial and should be actively pursued by Arizona utilities as 
a way of moderating capital expenses, encouraging greater flexibility, ensuring 
reliability, and minimizing rate impacts and customer energy bills. 

2. Arizona utilities should pursue all cost-effective energy effi 
management resources, and should meet Arizona’s Elec 
Standards of at least 22% electric energy savings and at 

and demand side 

addressing utility financial disincentives to en 

encourage aggressive use 
of demand side management prog zona’s Electric and 

through Commissi in the long term they 

general, non-fuel revenue per 
zona as it responds to customer growth 

associated with customer growth. Utilities 
upling must address whether new customers 

emand side management efforts, discourages beneficial changes 

adoption, an initial three-year review period should be utilized which allows for 
evaluation and redress of decoupling models and related issues. The initial review period 
should be within three years of adoption or until the company files its next rate case after 
a decoupling or alternative mechanism is approved. If Commission Staff is not able to 
conduct this review due to resource constraints, an independent evaluation contractor 
shall be hired by the utility. 

6. Commitment to and early implementation of decoupling should precede significant 
decoupling-specific adjustments to cost of capital if a revenue per customer decoupling 
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mechanism is approved for a utility. The review of the initial three-year period following 
adoption of revenue per customer decoupling should include analysis and discussion of 
possible adjustments to cost of capital to recognize any modified risk at the utilities, as 
well as benchmarking and comparisons to other utilities operating with revenue per 
customer decoupling. 

7 .  Utilities are encouraged to develop customer rate designs that support energy 
efficiency and work well in tandem with decoupling (or alternative mechanisms). 
Utilities may propose preliminary rate designs for the initial three-year period, and the 
preliminary rate designs should be evaluated during the review 

proposed for the subsequent period. 

stability which would encourage improvements 

events. 

extreme weather event. 

10. Decoupling adjustments should occ is; however, parties 

stomer classes. Utilities should 
why certain customer classes may 

lended and applied across customer classes to 

encourage energy efficiency, and applying decoupling surcredits to reward customers 
who use less energy. 

14. Collars or caps on decoupling adjustments should be designed to encourage 
gradualism, and to minimize the short-term effects on customers. If the decoupling 
adjustments are to occur on a monthly, quarterly, or less-than-annual basis, the utility 
should propose a cap for the periodic decoupling adjustments. Customers should receive 
the full amount of any credit in a timely manner in the event that achieved revenue per 
customer exceeds authorized revenue per customer. Therefore, it is not necessary to cap 
the amount of surcredit decoupling adjustments or credits to customers. 
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